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Abstract: The Ancient Quarter of Hanoi Capital City with a 1000-year history is a mixed landuse area with
commercial, residential, cultural and tourism areas. Various heritage and cultural properties are clustered
within, such as pagodas, temples, traditional row-houses known as “tube-house”, and traditional
commercial street network called “36 streets”, etc. After the market-economy reform of Vietnam and the
rapid urban growth of Hanoi since the 1980’s, various changes brought about by economic development
have damaged cultural properties, traditional living condition, as well as community network. In the pilot
project component of JICA for Hanoi City Master Plan conducted in 2005 to 2007, traditional values were
identified and block development plan was proposed with community participatory approach. This paper
discusses current situation of Hanoi City and the Ancient Quarter, introduces approaches for
harmonization between development and preservation, and shares lessons learned for other traditional
and historical cities in Asia. Urban development plan of a historical city should be carefully formulated
based on the understanding and consensus among stakeholders, especially the local communities.
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1. INTRODUCTION
October 10, 2010 is the 1000th anniversary day for the establishment of Hanoi Capital City.
Toward this day, city beautification and infrastructure development have been promoted. The city has
seen an average annual GDP growth of almost 11.5% since 2000, while annual GDP per capita is
now US$1,760, up from US$990 in 2000. Vietnam’s two major economic cities, Hanoi and Ho Chi
Minh City (see Figure 1.1), will lead the global list of fastest growing GDP in 2008-2025, according to
a recent study by the U.K.’s PricewaterhouseCoopers.
Since the relocation of Vietnam’s capital to Hanoi in 1010, the city has developed in
harmony with original culture and tradition of Northern Vietnam, though it assimilated various
influences and interventions of many countries such as China, France and the former Soviet Union.
In Hanoi City, historical districts called “Ancient Quarter” and “French Quarter” are located in the
Central Business District (CBD). The Ancient Quarter is a mixed landuse area with commercial,
residential, cultural and tourism areas, and flourishes as the heart of Hanoi City. Many traders from
other provinces, national and international tourists visit this area for business, shopping and
sightseeing.
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Figure 1.1

Location of Hanoi City

The Ancient Quarter is at present
experiencing strong external and internal pressures
such as rapid urbanization which causes the further
inflow of population to this already densely
populated area, resulting in small living spaces and
poor living environment due to the lack of public
space and parks, as well as deteriorating
infrastructure. In addition, increased rate of
motorization results in traffic congestion and
worsens traffic safety and air quality.
Moreover, due to its attractive business
environment, there is a continuous inflow of
investments and people from outside the Ancient
Quarter. However, the absence of proper regulation
and monitoring has unfortunately resulted in various
violations on building regulations thereby spoiling
the social coherence upon which the Ancient
Quarter’s existence is built. Thus, more
comprehensive and sustainable policy interventions
for Ancient Quarter are necessary to ensure that it
will keep its historical value as well as adjust
accordingly to the changing times.

Hanoi

Ho Chi Minh City
Source: Worked out by Author

2. ISSUES ADDRESSED
The core issue that must be addressed for the Ancient Quarter is the urgent establishment
of a workable mechanism on sustainable development. Sustainability must comply with the cultural,
social and economic attributes of the area and should also consider the residents of the Ancient
Quarter, citizens of Hanoi and the national and international communities. However, because of the
enormous impact of urbanization on the Ancient Quarter, conservation of its cultural heritage
through strict enforcement of regulations will not suffice alone as the growth direction. In fact,
economic development is inevitable because of the huge opportunities with which the Ancient
Quarter and its residents are presented. Improvement of living condition is also important.
Therefore, in order to promote sustainable development and conservation, the guiding
principle in policy development for Ancient Quarter should be the blending of three aspects of
“preservation of cultural value,” “improvement of living conditions,” and “economic development.”
From December 2004 to March 2007, the study on “the Comprehensive Urban
Development Programme in Hanoi Capital City” (hereinafter referred to as HAIDEP) was conducted
in order to update the existing urban master plan for the city up to 2020. The HAIDEP study included
the conduct of pilot projects on urban planning, and one of them was “Sustainable Development and
Preservation of the Ancient Quarter”. In this pilot project, various discussions and planning activities
were conducted through community participatory approach.
In this paper, based on the experience of the Ancient Quarter pilot project of the HAIDEP,
the approaches, outcomes and lessons learned are introduced as the platform for the harmonization
of development and preservation in a traditional city. It is expected that the lessons learned from the
Ancient Quarter of Hanoi City will contribute to the formulation of appropriate approaches and
measures to solve urban issues of other traditional and historical cities in Asia.
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3. HISTORY OF HANOI AND ITS ANCIENT QUARTER
In the northern provinces of Vietnam and its center, Hanoi City, traditional agricultural way of
life has been promoted. In Vietnam, it is said “A king’s power cannot be exercised beyond hedges of
a rural village.” In rural areas of Northern Vietnam, a closed autonomous society has protected
villages.
In 1010, King Ly Thai To relocated the capital to Hanoi City and built the Thang Long Citadel
(which means “ascending dragon”). Along with the Royal Citadel, the Ancient Quarter is an existing
vestige of ancient Thang Long imperial city which brings national pride and historic sense of
uprightness to the people of Hanoi (see Figure 3.1). The Ancient Quarter, which was organized since
the 15th century, was composed of 36 guilds. Each guild was a residential area where people lived,
manufactured and conducted business. There are various religious, cultural and communal facilities
which residents, especially craftsmen and traders, visit to pray for their business to flourish (see
Figure 3.2). The Vietnamese street name “Hang” has its Chinese origin which means commercial
establishment. It is used as the prefix of street names of the Ancient Quarter, such as “Hang Dong”
(bronze street), “Hang Ma” (votive paper street), “Hang Bac” (silver street), etc. (see Figure 3.3).
In the past, the residents of this area have experienced some major and life-altering periods.
Vietnam’s renovation period has led to many significant changes in the economy and society of
Hanoi in general and of Ancient Quarter in particular. The Ancient Quarter then had become the
busiest traditional commercial and residential center with the highest density of enterprises and
residents in Vietnam. Up till now, the Ancient Quarter still keeps its function as a big trading center;
one of the values of history of Hanoi City.
1873

1885

1902

Figure 3.1 (above)
Historical Change of the Ancient Quarter
Figure 3.2 (right)
Location Map of Religious sites of the
Ancient Quarter

Source: HAIDEP Final Report, JICA, 2007
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Figure 3.3

Traditional Handicraft Streets

Hang Da Street <Leather>

Hang Dong Street <Bronze>

Hang Ma Street <Votive paper>

Hang Mam Street <Gravestone>

Hang Thiec Street <Tin>

Hang Bac Street <Silver>

Source: HAIDEP Final Report, JICA, 2007

Doi Moi (“Renovation”) policy in 1986 and the successive introduction of market-economy
reforms paved the way for a modern consumer society in Hanoi, particularly in the Ancient Quarter,
and a boom in the creation of private businesses by individuals or families began. In the early 1990s,
the population of Ancient Quarter increased due to the increase of migrants from other regions.
During this period, the population of Ancient Quarter was around 80,000; the main reason for this
rapid population growth is the outsiders’ attraction to the ongoing business activities.
However, in the next period, there was a decline in population growth rate because some
households moved out of the Ancient Quarter. It is said approximate 3,000 households moved out
from the period of 1999 to 2000 because of government’s policy for resettlement from the Ancient
Quarter to other districts for de-densification. Historically, street-front shops were operated by
residents who live in the same shop house, but recently these shop spaces are rented out to other
business entities such as fashion shops, mobile phone shops, tourist companies, etc. Diversified
traditional commercial activities and living lifestyles have been gradually diminished.

4. APPROACHES OF THE PILOT PROJECT FOR THE ANCIENT QUARTER
(1) Objectives of the Pilot Project
One of the most fundamental planning elements established was “how to reorganize or
increase the space in the Ancient Quarter for residential and economic activities while properly
maintaining its cultural values.” Without reorganization or the addition of space, living conditions will
not improve nor can new businesses and economic activities be accommodated.
Specific objectives of this pilot project are as follows: (a) To formulate workable preservation
and development methods, (b) To establish shared vision for the future of the Ancient Quarter and
determine goals and strategies on sustainable development, (c) To select priority actions for
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implementation and monitor the impacts, and (d) To incorporate the results of the Pilot Project into
the Master Plan and make necessary recommendations (see Figure 3.1).
Among more than 80 streets in this area, Hang Buom Street and its adjoining block was
selected as a model project area to implement the survey, planning, and selected actions with
community participation. Most of the participants of the project were retired and old members of the
community. They knew the history and tradition of the Ancient Quarter, and were eager to identify
traditional values as well as measures to preserve and improve the whole Ancient Quarter for the
next generation.
(2) Project Approaches and Methods
The proposed vision, strategies and projects for preservation and development of the
Ancient Quarter comprehensively considered all three issues, namely: (a) traditional preservation, (b)
socio-economic development, and (c) physical condition improvement. In addition, community
participation was indispensable in understanding the actual condition of the area as well as in
motivating the residents to discuss present condition and future potentials. The pilot project team was
organized into three groups to address each of the above issue the with active participation of the
residents.
Firstly, history of the Ancient Quarter and traditional values were reviewed. In parallel,
present condition of households and living condition were studied to identify issues, concerns and
willingness of residents. Based on results of surveys, the pilot project team discussed issues and
future potentials of the area from various viewpoints with the residents (see Figure 4.1 and Figure
4.2).
Figure 4.1

Basic Framework of the Pilot Project
< Current Situation and Issues >

・
・
・
・

Historical background and structure of the area
Profiles of residents and living environment
Values which should be preserved
Issues, concerns and willingness for future improvement by residents

Efforts of
residents

Impacts

Policy
・ Development
of institutions
・ Financial
supports
・ Technical
assistance

・ Pressure of
economic
development
・ Tourism
・ Change of
lifestyle

< Expected Future Vision >
z
z
z

Traditional preservation
Socio-economic development
Physical condition improvement

< Outputs >
・ Integrated model of preservation and development
・ Implementation mechanism for participatory
development
・ Proposals (scale-up to the whole Ancient Quarter)
Source: HAIDEP Final Report, JICA, 2007
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Figure 4.2

Community Participatory Planning Approach in the Pilot Project

1. Organize a local working group composed
of representatives from local governments
and leaders of residents

2. Evaluate current situation using various
participatory methods and tools

3. Formulate a vision, strategies and action
plans and select priority actions for
implementation

4. Conduct priority action plans to consolidate
implementation mechanism

Source: HAIDEP Final Report, JICA, 2007

(3) Historical and Social Background
People of the Ancient Quarter were mostly immigrants since 1950s and people who joined
the Resistance Movement of the country and who were provided state housing in the 1970s and
1980s. The residents in the Ancient Quarter came from different craft villages. Residents of the same
villages often settled in the same street line, produced and traded the same goods. Families of one
lineage usually lived near each other or from one original family forming several extended families,
with members of each family often working together on the same trade. People working on the same
trade usually joined the same guild. Each guild had its own strict rules to protect interest of the
community and its members. The social tradition is maintained, developed and is relied upon in
ensuring harmony for the benefit of each family, lineage and guilds. Guilds not only play economic
but also social role. Therefore, in every street line, residents were closely related with each other,
relations which were highly capable of adjusting with one another. Each individual became attached
with the community he belonged to and saw his image in that community. It remained an important
foundation in maintaining a living tradition that has been a constant for hundreds of years for the
Ancient Quarter.
Hang Buom Street of the pilot project area is one of the oldest streets in the Ancient Quarter,
which were dominated by Chinese merchants before. This street is famous for sweets and beverage,
where many customers gather to buy gifts especially before Tet traditional New Year day.

(4) Profile of Households and Living Environment
The Ancient Quarter is the highest density residential area in Hanoi City (see Figure 4.1).
There are many households who live in one “tube house” and share a narrow alley and entrance to
enter inside the block. Living environment has worsened because of space limitation, deterioration of
housing structure, lack of urban utilities such as toilet, drainage, etc. Worsening physical condition
often causes a change of traditional way of living, and adversely impacts on social bonds of the
neighborhood and community as a whole.
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Table 4.1 Profile of Households and Living Conditions in the Ancient Quarter and Hanoi in 2005
Ancient

Indicator1)
Area (km2)

1

Population Density (persons/ha)
No. of Households
Household

Ave. No. of Household Members
Ave. Household Income (VND000/month)
Low

Household
share by Income
Level (%)

Hanoi City2)

Quarter

Middle
High

Under 1.5 VND mil./ month/HH

920

603

36

14,374

760,000

4.2

4.3

3,577

2,567

15.4

9

1.5-2.0 VND mil./ month/HH

12.3

18

2.0-3.0 VND mil./ month/HH

23.7

18

3.0-4.0 VND mil./ month/HH

18.3

23

More than 4.0 VND mil./ month/HH

30.3

15

44.0

88

10.5

20.5

2.6

3.7

2

Average Space (m )
2

Living Area per Person (m /persons)
Ave. No. of Rooms
Housing

Ave. House Age (years)

74.9

32

Conditions

Duration of Residence (years)

54.7

-

77.4

92

Housing

Privately Owned

Ownership

State-owned

Land-use Right (% of privately owned)

19.8
75.2

89

Source: HAIDEP Final Report, JICA, 2007
1) As of 2005, US$1= app. 16,000VND
2) In August 2008, neighboring provinces, districts and communes were merged into Hanoi City. Hanoi's total
2
area increased to 3,344km (2.6 times) with the new population being 6.2 million (2 times).

(5) Traditional Values
It is often said that there are various traditional values in the Ancient Quarter, but no one
knew what these are or how they are now. Some claimed that these values have disappeared or
became invisible. What exists are some that are just rooted in people’s memory. Still others claimed
that it was peaceful and calm to live in the Ancient Quarter before, but the atmosphere have
changed in general and is no longer traditional.
To identify the traditional values that have been lost and the values that should be
revitalized for future development, a participatory survey called “Photo Voice” was conducted. This
method entailed the provision of a camera and set of films to the residents. They were requested to
take photos of their living environment including inside the houses, which they want to preserve or
change or improve. The experts of Vietnam Museum of Ethnology discussed the importance of these
photos with these residents, especially the background and their reasons for taking these photos,
and the willingness and proposals for preservation and development.
As a result, the participants recognized the significance of preserving traditional values and
improving the living environment. Furthermore, precious memories such as daily lifestyle, traditional
family custom, traditional festivals of native handicraft villages and religious events of the Ancient
Quarter were recorded by residents. These memories, so called “intangible values”, were shared with
other residents at the photo panel exhibition (see Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.3 Intangible Values of the Ancient Quarter identified by Residents

Commercial cultural space

Diversity and stylishness
in serving dishes

Knowledge on
natural environment

Knowledge on folklore
culture and arts

Knowledge on social management
and behavior

Awareness of origin

Lifestyle and ethnic standards

Trust in beliefs and religions

People keeping intangible
cultural heritage

Source: HAIDEP Final Report, JICA, 2007

(6) Proposed Vision and Strategies
As a result of the participatory survey and discussion among teams, the vision was
proposed as follows: “Hang Buom Street as one of Hanoi’s most beautiful and busy ancient streets,
with its Vietnamese and Chinese cultural traditions.” Based on this vision, seven strategies were
formulated as follows:
(i)

Improve living conditions,

(ii)

Strengthen relationships in the community,

(iii)

Preserve core values of the block and of the Ancient Quarter as a whole,

(iv)

Maintain and develop the Ancient Quarter’s distinctive blend of commerce and culture with the
business specializations of each street,

(v)

Strengthen the identity and attractiveness of streetscapes,

(vi)

Enhance the land-use efficiency, and

(vii)

Ensure financial feasibility.
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(7) Proposed Block Plan
To put the proposed vision and strategies into shape, the block plan of Hang Buom Street
was developed (see Figure 4.4). Based on the result of interviews and field survey of this block,
tangible physical and architectural values were identified, such as clustered tube houses along Hang
Buom Street, a cultural theater which is now used as a shop, an inner courtyard which is encroached
and hardly recognizable now, etc. The zoning plan was proposed with two zones; that of preservation
and of development.
Then, a detailed plan for the development zone was formulated to develop these traditional
spaces and facilities which the local community wanted to revitalize. To secure project finance and to
resettle residents into the same block without relocation to other areas, mid rise apartments will be
constructed inside the block. Building height needs be controlled not to affect traditional streetscape.
Figure 4.4

Proposed of Block Plan

<Present Block Plan>

<Proposed Zoning Plan>

Preservation Zone
(tube houses)

Development Zone

Preservation Zone
(French style
houses)

Preservation Zone
(Cultural theater)
Development Zone

<Proposed Block Plan>

<Proposed Section Plan>
Commercial and
residential buildings

Courtyard
Street

Court yard

Street

Cultural Theater
Courtyard

Cultural
Theater
Source: HAIDEP Final Report, JICA, 2007
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(8) Role Sharing among Stakeholders for Implementation
It is necessary to share these values, proposed vision and strategies with not only the local
communities but with governments, private sectors as well as international society to realize the
proposed plan both in technical terms and financial feasibility. For the implementation of urban
development projects in traditional cities, it is necessary to review relevant policies and regulations,
to secure financing from various sources including private finance and ODA from both national and
international society, and to get a consensus from various stakeholders with clear sharing role for
implementation as shown in Figure 4.5.

5. Conclusion
The proposed development zone plan of this pilot project presented an argument of
reconstruction of traditional urban structure of the Ancient Quarter, especially the applicability of
construction of mid-rise buildings. Though this proposal has not been officially approved, this pilot
project promoted a new participatory planning approach as well as solidarity of core values of the
Ancient Quarter of Hanoi City.
Among various issues of sustainable development, preservation of traditional values needs
to be prioritized to understand historical and social background of the locality, especially in traditional
cities (see Figure 5.1). Since most of residents face difficulties in terms of worsening living
environment, physical condition improvement should also be given priority by local governments.
Once both tangible and intangible values are preserved with good living environment, social and
economic development will be further promoted by local communities and visitors.
Values of the Ancient Quarter consist of layers of cultural and historical architecture,
street-oriented commercial activities, and traditional lifestyle of residents. The harmonization
between tangible and intangible values create original and unique atmosphere of the place.
Independent policies and regulations such as building height control, traffic management,
infrastructure development, etc. cannot contribute to preserve the Ancient Quarter as a whole.
Though many donors and researchers pay attention to the Ancient Quarter, it is important that
citizens of Hanoi themselves recognize its values and potentials, and discuss future orientation of the
Ancient Quarter as the heart of Hanoi citizens. The planning mechanism for sustainable development
in the Ancient Quarter with active community participation is worth sharing with other traditional cities
of other countries.
Figure 4.5 Stakeholders and Role sharing for
Preservation of Core Values of Ancient Quarter

Figure 5.1 Sustainable Development
Mechanism of Ancient Quarter
Preservation
of traditional
values

Local
Community
Common efforts
Social stability
Stable tax revenue

Government

Commercial effects
Investment
Job opportunity

Core Values
(tangible and
intangible)

Private sector

Housing
condition
improvement

Social
development

Economic impacts
and competitiveness

Tourism promotion
Preservation of
heritages

Living
environment
improvement

International
Society
Source: HAIDEP Final Report, JICA, 2007
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development

Source: HAIDEP Final Report, JICA, 2007

